I’ve tasted
better

What do all these things have in common? Comics to cars to crafts and more.. all share common threads even
though it might not seem like it. They all reflect aspects of popular culture. Popular culture is what ties many
things together. It is a shared experience, not always a shared point of view. It is something that a wide
portion of the populace enjoys or at least acknowledges some influence to the broad experience that is
“culture”. It’s not always good or bad or even in between.. it just is. So why celebrate it? Popular culture has
so many tangents that the extreme opposites can have equal importance and influence. Popular culture can
be the highest point as much as the lowest point of any civilization. Just a look at the high and low points of
the past few years illustrates it. Popular culture does serve to reflect and entertain as well as influence. So
there is some importance to it but we are here to celebrate aspects of it.
This event began 12 years ago when we started FM Comic-Con, a celebration of pop culture in the comics and
related areas. It grew to a point where it needed to occupy a larger space but at that point we decided to
broaden the appeal and base of the event by inviting more to the party! Cars and all things motor was a
natural expansion (some of the most famous items in the world are the Batmobile and James Bond’s Aston
Martin db5) and in looking at the vendors that regularly do business at our events like ValleyCon and FM
Comic-Con it was clear that crafters and creators and artists was another expansion area.
The people who love all aspects of pop culture (and it is not just in sci-fi or comics but every corner) have skills
and interests in all these things. Batmobile builders (and other vehicles) naturally turn to the nuts and bolts of
all things motorhead as the desire to own such a vehicle usually results in a lot of elbow grease (unless you
have $300k laying around, which is what a Batmobile costs!). Crafters cover home décor but branch into
diverse areas like cosplay (costume play) and specialized production. Street fairs have much the same.. we just
have a wide variety of interests represented!
We welcome all to have fun, buy some cool stuff, meet stars of tv, film and more and experience something a
little special. The same way you might go to the Renaissance Festival or a Eel Pout festival, enjoy the Fargo
PopExpo. There will be many people here of widely diverse interests, from car and bike enthusiasts to comics
and fantasy fans who love to dress as diverse characters to escape the humdrum of everyday. To coin a phrase
we ask that we all get along! A kind word instead of snark, an acknowledgment of hard work no matter the
subject is welcome to all who endeavor to do something special, be it build a bike or car or craft a special item
or create (or re-create) a character from film, comics or more. Enjoy the widely diverse!

BARRY WILLIAMS

Born and raised in Southern
California, Barry William Blenkhorn
began his career as an 11 year old
studying acting and music with
other young artists. With his first job
on television’s RUN FOR YOUR LIFE,
Barry became Barry Williams and
launched himself into a diversified
and distinguished show business
career that has spanned over 5
decades. Early television credits
include DRAGNET, The FBI, IT TAKES
A THIEF, GOMER PYLE USMC, THE
MOD SQUAD, MARCUS WELBY, MD
and MISSION IMPOSSIBLE. Then
came THE BRADY BUNCH where
he was cast to become America’s
most reliable big brother, Greg.
THE BRADY BUNCH has enjoyed

unprecedented success spawning
subsequent sequels, movies, a
cartoon show, variety show called
The BRADY BUNCH HOUR, specials
and even another series titled simply
THE BRADY’S. Barry was the recipient
of the Young Artist Foundation Former
Child Star LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD in 1989. Immediately following his years with THE BRADY
BUNCH, Barry moved to New York and won the title role in the Broadway musical PIPPIN. He created
the role for the first National Touring Company and returned to New York to join the cast on
Broadway. This launched an extensive career in Musical Theatre with over 85 productions including
Broadway, Broadway National Tours, Regional Theatre and Performing Arts Centers. Starring roles
include; ROMANCE/ROMANCE, CITY OF ANGELS, THE MUSIC MAN, SOUND OF MUSIC, OKLAHOMA!,
GREASE, WEST SIDE STORY and many others.
Barry wrote his autobiography, GROWING UP BRADY: I WAS A TEENAGE GREG which stayed on the
New York Times bestseller list for more than six months. Williams then Executive Produced GROWING
UP BRADY into a two hour TV movie for NBC. He hosted THE BARRY WILLIAMS SHOW on radio for 5
years as a DJ on satellites’ SiriusXM. Barry has recorded several CD’s and performed all over the
world. In 2013 he starred in the Syfy made for television movie BIGFOOT with Danny Bonaduce. Barry
produced and wrote a live variety musical show; 70s MUSIC CELEBRATION! STARRING BARRY WILLIAMS
which ran for 6 years in Branson, MO. Williams also wrote, co-produced and starred in 3 USO
Christmas Shows, touring the world and bringing USA entertainment to our troops overseas.
Currently Mr. Williams resides in Branson, MO with his wife Tina. He continues to Sing/Act/Perform with
no early retirement plans. He is a member of the musical trio BARRY WILLIAMS and THE TRAVELIERS.
Welcome Barry and Tina to The Fargo PopExpo!

CRISTY LEE

As a little girl, Cristy Lee remembers growing up in an immersive
playland that other kids might fantasize about — she spent her
days running around the greenhouse in the backyard of her
home outside of Daytona Beach, Florida. A greenhouse filled
with orchids, a pool, and a stone waterfall — all hand-built and
designed by her father.
Other days called for joy rides on
her dad’s dirt bike, where she sat
behind the gas tank as a
toddler, her tiny hands resting on
the handlebars while he
puttered around the yard.
Cristy is a highly active
motorcyclist with over 18 years of
riding experience. Every car and
motorcycle Cristy works on offers
a new challenge or a new concept to grasp. When she’s in the shop, she’s
always learning something new while working with different manufacturers,
makes, models, and years.
Today, Cristy has made a name for herself. She made a bold move to Detroit after college to invest in real
estate. Breaking into the industry as a Radio DJ not long after her move to the Motorcity, she began to follow
her passion for motorsports and has since been seen on FOX, NBCSN, ESPN, SPEED, ABC, and CMT as a
Motorsports host and pit reporter, covering the XGames and much more.
She is best known for her work as a host on the all-female automotive show “All Girls Garage” and “Garage
Squad” on the MotorTrend Network. Cristy is also known for her work as a host
on the “Barrett Jackson Collector Car Auction LIVE” broadcasts
for MotorTrend and Discovery Networks.
Her latest endeavor will be taking on the role of interior designer and
automotive specialist on the upcoming discovery+ series “Celebrity IOU
Joyride,” a spin-off of HGTV’s “Property Brothers” Drew and Jonathon Scott’s hit
Celebrity IOU. She’s also tapped into her
home renovation and design experience as
the Exterior Designer on Food Network’s “Grill
of Victory” where amateur-chef contestants
battle for the backyard makeover of their
dreams.
Cristy Lee is considered a go-to guru for all things cars and motorcycles,
while paving the way for women in the industry. She is part of a collective
group of women empowering one another, offering advice and inspiration.
For Cristy, just being in the automotive game is how she empowers other
women. Lee urges women to go after their most passionate endeavors. She
believes women can do anything they put their heart and mind to, and Lee
is here to show women they are capable. Please join us in welcoming Cristy
Lee to the Fargo PopExpo!

BUTCH PATRICK
In 1960, a young 7-year-old named
Patrick Lilley went on an Amos Carr
photo shoot with his little sister. She
was the subject but it was "Butch's"
head shot that would wind up in the
Hollywood Blvd. window! Utilizing his
nickname and real first name, his
agent Mary Grady and his mom Patti
created the stage name, Butch
Patrick, which he still uses 50 plus
years later. Butch started out, quick,
with landing his first three auditions.
First was a very cool B movie,
starring Eddie Albert and Jane Wyatt,
called The Two Little Bears (1961). Also
starring Soupy Sales and a 15-yearold Brenda Lee! A series came next in
the form of GH. That's right, General Hospital (1963)'s first year had Butch mixing with John Beradino. To round
out the group, a Kellogg's award-winning Corn Flakes commercial. Butch continually worked in the early 60s on
the most popular TV programs of the time.
A second series came his way with the reboot of the classic The Real McCoys (1957). Working with Oscar
winner Walter Brennan and Richard Crenna was a huge treat for Butch. All this time, he was working in over 20
commercials and a dozen movies.
Now, we enter to 1964. The Beatles are all the rage and Butch gets a call to fly from Illinois and go to CBS Studio
Center for a screen test. Very hush hush as they have a part in mind for him. It will become a life-changing day
for sure!! His screen test is with the famous movie star Yvonne De Carlo and his character is "Edward Wolfgang
Munster". From that day on, Butch would always be known, worldwide, as the iconic TV character, "Eddie
Munster". The third series for Butch was the charm for sure. The Munsters (1964) are still one of the most popular
series in history. Merchandised still and a huge family favorite, 50 years later! His character's hairline is the most
recognizable, ever, and the Munster address is the most famous on TV, bar none. "1313 Mockingbird Lane" still is
a favorite trivia question for the masses, worldwide.
After a two-year stint, Butch set off to work in several shows and films. In the summer of 1969, Butch left the
country to film in Brazil for three months. Then, in 1971, Sid Krofft took Butch to lunch and convinced him to star
in their new show for Sid and Marty's World Lidsville. Afterwards, Metromedia Records signed Butch to a
contract and American Bandstand and the Dating Game were the new high-profile shows Butch was seen on.
After Butch turned 19, he decided this career really wasn't he yearned for and left Hollywood to drive fast cars
and catch up on his surfing.
In 1983, with MTV on the air, Butch formed a band, "Eddie and the Monsters", on Rocshire records and aired a
video on the upstart cable powerhouse. They were actually the first unsigned act ever to be seen. This led to
the show the basement tapes that led to the discovery of many new unsigned bands with videos. So there you
have his older accomplishments. Today, Butch receives scripts and works the indie movie circuit, giving back to
the industry that served him well. He's a cancer survivor and works with people with addiction issues, as we ll. He
had his own issues with his life and, after 40 years of alcohol and drug abuse, he's been clean and sober for
over a decade. We welcome Butch back to Fargo, this time with the Munster Koach for the Fargo PopExpo!

ANGEL MEDINA
Angel Medina began his career with Megaton Publications
('Berzerker', 'Megaton') and First Publishing ('Dreadstar', 'Jodah the
Hammer') in the second half of the 1980s. He then went to Marvel
Comics, where he had runs on 'The Incredible Hulk', 'Warlock and
Infinity Watch', ‘The Amazing Spider-Man’, ‘Marvel Knights SpiderMan’ and 'The Avengers'. Later on he joined Image Comics
with Todd McFarlane, where he was the artist of 'Sam and Twitch'. The
series is a spin-off of the two very popular characters from McFarlane's
'Spawn'.

He eventually began focusing primarily
on the main Spawn comic, which he
has drawn for several years. He has
also done the 'Kiss: Psycho Circus' title,
based on the famous pop group. In
2005, he was assigned to the Marvel
Knights Spider-Man' title with writer
Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa at Marvel.

ADRIAN LEE with HEATHER MORRIS

Author & Paranormal Guest
Adrian Lee is the founder of The International Paranormal
Society and a member of the Luton Paranormal Society in
England. He has investigated ghosts and paranormal
activity all over the world for twenty-five years. Lee first
came to Minnesota early in 2008 to work on several
paranormal video productions and spent two years
working in Minneapolis as the national and international
news correspondent for a live paranormal talk radio show
on 100.3 KTLK. He currently hosts the only weekly
paranormal news quiz show, More Questions than
Answers, every Friday on the Dark Matter Digital Radio
Network. A show that was nominated for the 2018 Comedy
Awards. Lee has also appeared on My Real Ghost Story,
Fox 9, WCCO, Eyewitness News, KSTP, KGRA, KSAX and KARE 11.
Lee has written the following books: Ghosts & UFOs, Connecting Paranormal Phenomona through Quantum Physics; How to be a
Christian Psychic: What the Bible says about Mediums, Healers and Paranormal Investigators; Mysterious Midwest, Unwrapping
Urban Legends and Ghostly Tales from the Dead and Mysterious Minnesota, Digging up the Ghostly Past at Thirteen Haunted Sites.
He currently lectures on all aspects of the paranormal, including ghosts, UFOs, psychic development and angels.
The International Paranormal Society: TIPS Heather is owner of the fantastical Oddly Intriguing Collection! Check out her booth!

We welcome Adrian and Heather back to Fargo (this time with their ECTO-1 tribute car) for the Fargo PopExpo!

CY Productions
(Clint Young)

Clint has been a professional Adam West Batman look-alike for 36 years now and toured with all the original
Batmobiles back in the 80's and early 90s. He bought his
Batmobile about 20 years ago and only tours with it now.
Clint also owns the ONLY Batmobile on that has been
ridden in and autographed by both Adam West & Evel
Knievel! It’s also the only batmobile on Earth that has been
jumped over and autographed by Evel's son and famous
daredevil Robby Knievel.
This summer it was featured in a movie trailer with Clint also
as Batman. Welcome Clint back to Fargo with his amazing
display!

JOHNNY GREEN

Johnny Green is known for his work
on The Magic of
Christmas (2021), Batman (1966)
and Five Angry Women (1974).
Bass player/leader of the greenhaired show band Johnny Green &
the Greenmen.
FROM THE BATMAN TV SERIES In many ways the tale of Johnny Green and the Greenmen is an inside and
personalized chronicle of American show business. Few performers have experienced such a varied and
unbelievable career; whether it's touring with Bob Hope, playing on the television series "Batman", opening for
the Rolling Stfargones, hanging out with Jimi Hendrix and The Beatles or running Liberace's publishing company,
this book is a singular odyssey through the peaks and valleys of American entertainment. More importantly, it
examines the pathway and vision of a musician, bass player, promoter, producer, booking agent, and
undeniable innovator who rubbed shoulders with the biggest names in the entertainment industry, from a level
of experience that is often overlooked when
the spotlight shines on the main stage.

The fargo popexpo
returns next year!!
April 22-23,, 2023!

Fargo popexpo program schedule
10am

11am

SATURDAY
Doors Open
*Vendors, Exhibitors and Guests all ready to welcome you!
Visit all the vendors, exhibitors and more.. take your time! Meet our guests!

BUTLER ARENA

ADRIAN LEE PANEL: PARANORMAL RESEARCH and much more!
MEETING ROOM (off Lobby)
*Join our guest, author and researcher ADRIAN LEE as he recounts incidents as well as a look at phenomena captured by
various means from Adrian's investigations.
SMASH BROTHERS TOURNAMENT
PRAIRIE BRICKS GAME AREA
*Prairie Bricks Gaming area! Play for fun or for prizes (and with hundreds of dollars in cash and prizes at stake, why not give
it a shot?).SPONSORED BY PRAIRIE BRICKS, 30 ROCK GAMES and REPLAY GAMES! Details at the booth!

12 noon BUTCH PATRICK
GRANDSTAND STAGE-Seating in Grandstand!
Butch takes a little time to chat with the crowd and recount his time on Lidsville as well as almost every tv show back in the
day! Oh yeah.. and little show called the Munsters! He has a lot more as well! Welcome Butch back to Fargo!
LUNCH GOING ON! Feel free to visit the Concession stand (Trailer!) and relax in the Grandstand!
1pm

BARRY WILLIAMS

GRANDSTAND STAGE-Seating in Grandstand!
Welcome BARRY WILLIAMS to Fargo! We of course all know him from the Brady Bunch but Barry is an accomplished
musician as well as his other TV, film and stage roles as well as being a talk show host and much more!

ARTIST WORKSHOP with our ARTIST GUEST: ANGEL MEDINA!

MEETING ROOM (off Lobby)
Have a close up look and q & a with Angel Medina, one of the biggest talents in professional comics and graphic arts!
2pm

CRISTY LEE

GRANDSTAND STAGE-Seating in Grandstand!
Welcome CRISTY LEE to Fargo! Cristy is one of the top hosts and presenters for two large networks (Motortrend and HGTV)!
She is a true motorhead but is also a home renovator and builder, radio host and real estate entrepreneur. She doesn't
sleep!
INTRODUCTION TO COSPLAY

MEETING ROOM (off Lobby)

What is cosplay? We get asked that a lot! At its most basic it's donning a costume but also acting as that character. Everyone does it to
an extent on Halloween but if you ever styled your hair like a celebrity (Farrah 1978 anyone?) or bought clothes that were the same
or similar to a star, athlete or character.. then you made the first steps. Cosplay runs the gamut of interest areas and it does
encompass mostly media characters from anime, film, tv and more.. but it can be anything and some truly inspired mashups occur
with blending of characters and more. It takes skill and passion to create the entire ensemble (you can't buy it all off the rack!) so we
applaud those who go that extra mile to present themselves. Please join us in celebrating the skills and work involved! Krystal Munoz,
an accomplished cosplayer, will present an introduction to cosplay geared to the more general crowd at the PopExpo and she is
happy to answer your questions!

3pm

COSTUME CONTEST!

5pm

The Fargo PopExpo CLOSES until 10am SUNDAY!
*Get some rest, food and gear up for more on Sunday!

10am

GRANDSTAND STAGE-Seating in Grandstand!
Hundreds of dollars in prizes! There will be several categories and kids will go first, then the teens/adults! This is for all
ranges of costumes and cosplay.. we fully expect some Brady and Munster cosplays as well! HAVE FUN!! Enter at the ticket
booth area by 2pm and prepare to line up by the Prairie Bricks Lego display at 245! These will be brief presentations so no
audio or skits (at least not longer than 30 seconds).

SUNDAY
Fargo PopExpo Opens!
*All vendors and guests appear on Sunday but we do not have stage presentations! Visit the guests before they leave!

1pm

MARIO KART TOURNAMENT
PRAIRIE BRICKS GAME AREA
*Prairie Bricks Gaming area! Play for fun or for prizes (and with hundreds of dollars in cash and prizes at stake, why not give
it a shot?).SPONSORED BY PRAIRIE BRICKS, 30 ROCK GAMES and REPLAY GAMES! Details at the booth!

4pm

Fargo PopExpo CLOSES!! See you at VALLEYCON 47 Sept. 29-Oct.2 and April 22-23, 2023 for the FARGO POPEXPO 2!

John Bivens' work has appeared in the
Eisner and Harvey Award-winning Comic
Book Tatoo, the Harvey Award winning
Popgun volume 4, and the Harvey
nominated Reading with Pictures. He's
also received nominations for an Eagle
Award and a Ghastly Award. John's
worked for IMAGE comics, Heavy Metal
magazine, Vault comics, Valiant comics,
IDW Publishing and others. John's work
spans the genres of crime, horror,
science fiction, fantasy, romance and
education. His education includes the
undergraduate illustration program at
Northern Illinois University and the
Graduate program at Minneapolis College of Art and Design. He taught as an adjunct professor at Northern Illinois
University, Dakota County Technical College and participated in multiple visiting workshops and panels.
John resides in Minneapolis where he is a proud member of Monster HQ studios.

Eliot Rahal is a comic writer/creator
for Aftershock Comics. He resides in
the Minneapolis area. His projects
include a new miniseries titled "Hot
Lunch Special". He has also worked
with Vault comics, Dark Horse Comics,
Valiant Entertainment and Heavy
Metal. Eliot worked with Marvel for
the editor of "Amazing Spider-Man,
Daredevil, and Thunderstrike". Elito
also worked with television
personalities including David
Letterman, Spike O'Dell and John
Williams. Eliot has also done stand up
comedy!

My name is Krystal Munoz also known as roseeliabethcosplay I've been cosplaying for 12 years. I've won
numerous awards throughout the years my biggest achievements have been master cosplayer at anime
Fargo 2019 and cosplayer of the year 2020 in imagicon. I've also completed in puerto rico comicon
reaching top 10 in two different years. I love to use my platform to teach others on tips and tricks when
working on cosplay projects and creating a safe environment for self expression.

Meet Krystal and check out her panel on an introduction to cosplay! And suit up! The
costume contest this year has awards for those just dressing up for fun and for those
putting work and dedication into it. Prizes are great so be inspired and cheer on all!

POP CULTURE ENTERTAINMENT

Pop-Culture Entertainment out of
Dickinson, N.D. is the business and passion of
Jorge Guzman. A self-proclaimed transformers fan (his wife
has a different term!), Jorge has been building his collection for many years. Valleycon hosted his screen-used
Bumblebee several years ago and since then he has added considerably! Check out his collection of cars, props,
costumes and more and also check out his shop, pop culture entertainment! We look forward to watching it
grow… even if Amy doesn’t!
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS AND FRIENDS!! We will forget some (not intentionally!) but we wanted to
note JAY THOMAS and ALEX TAYLOR, DAVE JACOBS, BEN GILBERTSON, VALLEYNEWSLIVE, COMIC JUNCTION,
APPLAUSE, STARBUCKS, HB SOUND, GOMPFS DISPLAYS, THE RED RIVER FAIR ASSOCIATION, FM
CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU, DJ FLASH!, JWW CARDS AND GAMING, LITTLE BIG WARS, PARADOX
COMICS, PRAIRIE BRICKS and like I said, I'll forget some! But THANK YOU for an inaugural launch!

Sports cards, Magic the Gathering, Pokemon,
Yugioh, Supplies & much more!
LOWER LEVEL WEST ACRES
wwwwsportscardsgaming.com

The Fargo PopExpo returns next April 22-23, 2023!
Please let us know what you’d like to see! We’ll do our best to
bring what you want to see and experience!
The Fargo PopExpo is a non-profit event and so we welcome
sponsors and interested parties to get in touch with us to bring
even more displays, vendors, exhibitors and guests!
Motorheads, Crafters, Comics and pop-culture fans are our base
but we are open to all!
We celebrate ALL popular culture so let us know what you’d
like to see or if you have a contact for us!
www.fargopopexpo.com
Email conchairs@valleycon.com or tony@moorheadaccess.tv !
Thank you and see you this fall for VALLEYCON 47
And next spring for the Fargo PopExpo!

